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PRESIDENT • DR SUE REED
It has been a busy three (3) months since the conference. 2014
started with the Council and staff holding a planning day, in
January, which is being reported to you by Alan Rogers as a separate article in this newsletter. The planning day was followed
by a Council meeting where a number of issues were discussed
including the review of current AIOH procedures and processes
which need modifying to meet the new legislative requirements
for companies incorporated in Victoria. You will see the review
of these policies and procedures as they are being implemented
throughout the year. Where appropriate AIOH Committees and
members will be involved in the process
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One big change for the AIOH staff has been the move to the new
office in February. This facility will allow the AIOH employees to work in an environment which
is more conducive to growth and the changing look of the AIOH. The new location is near the
airport so all members are welcome to visit when in town and most Victorian based meetings
will be encouraged to be held at the new office but not seminars.
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Following the emotive Special General Meeting (SGM) at the conference the Council has
tasked the Adhoc Membership Review Committee to consult the members more widely. This
will initially include a survey of members to be followed by focus meetings held in each state
and teleconferences in the middle of the year. We are hoping to be able to present the revised
membership levels which will be put to a SGM early in the second half of the 2014.
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The next three months look like they will also be busy as we have a meeting with Safe Work
Australia to investigate how the two organisations can work together to meet the Safe Work
Australia 10 year strategy for OHS in Australia. This will be followed by several council meetings as well as attending both the BOHS and AIHCe conferences.
As many of you know I currently seem to spend a lot of time on planes as I live in NSW but
work out of WA so maybe we may get a chance to catch-up either in an airport or one of the
state meetings.
If you have any questions of me as President or council, please do not hesitate to ask by
emailing via the AIOH office at admin@aioh.org.au.
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PLANNING DAY • BARRY WESTHORPE • EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Being new to the world of Occupational
Hygiene and working closely with the
President and council members one of
our recent projects was to review the
AIOH Business Plan 2014 – 2015.
Please find below an outline of the thinking that went into our AIOH Planning
Day held on Thursday 30th January.
OBJECTIVE
The strategic planning session was structured to help manage our
future.
The day was not to be about identifying objectives – that had been
established – what we wanted to focus on was:
• Prioritising 4-5 key strategies from the 11 or so stated in the
Business Plan 2014 – 2015
• Establishing what can realistically be achieved in 2014 – 2015
• Gather action points on how are we going to get there.
By the days end we developed a “how to” framework for:
• Understanding AIOH’s position in the marketplace
• Moving forward with a sense of direction, purpose and urgency
• Delivering against key objectives that were prioritized in terms
of practical need.
The goals for the AIOH strategy were to ensure our plan:
• Established a unique value proposition compared to our competitors
• Actions are implemented through services that provide different
and tailored value to members
• Identified trade-offs and what not to do
• Focussed on activities that fit and reinforce each other
• Measured what’s important, and
that we include milestones and
accountability
• Communicates clearly and in
simple language
• Drives continual improvement
and moves towards the AIOH
vision for a healthy workplace.
What we were wanting to avoid in
our thinking going forward was:
• Lack of ownership
• Poor communication
• An overwhelming plan
• A meaningless plan

• Not considering implementation
• No progress reports
• Lack of empowerment.
The Business Plan 2014 – 2015 has now been condensed down to
4 key focus areas:
1. ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
• Financial management; policies/procedures/frameworks; orientation for new members and councillors; support for Council and
Committees; annual audit; improve financial practices; administration systems standardised; staff development and succession
planning; membership marketing program.
2. EDUCATION
• The examiner process; AIOH access; accreditation; strengthen
relationships with universities; other potential accredited courses.
3. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
• Certification – strengthen member participation
• Training and Professional Development – conference; workshops/seminars; mentoring; basic principles course; short
courses;
• Networks – State networking
• Knowledge sharing platform amongst the profession – membership communications; website
• Awards – awards program and sponsorship support.
4. PROFILE INCREASED
• AIOH information products – marketing materials; policy document for government and industry
•

Advocacy and influence – relationships/alliances
with key groups; position papers
•

Profile raised at national level - committee representation; media strategy/
program; AHPRA; pool of knowledge;
community awareness; build strong
relationships with international occupational hygiene societies in Asia/
Pacific
• Profile raised at international level – support occupational
hygiene capabilities in Asia/Pacific
; annual report as a marketing document.

Dear Members, your feedback,
thoughts and suggestions are always
welcomed via barry@aioh.org.au or on 03
9338 1635 - I look forward to getting to know
you further.
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member news
MITCH GOT HITCHED

THIS IS YOUR LIFE • TERRY GORMAN
NAME: Terry Gorman
CURRENT EMPLOYER: 3M Australia
POSITION: Occupational Hygienist, COH
JOB ROLE: Support for 3M PPE products, testing, product
development
WHAT GOT YOU INTO OCCUPATIONAL HYGIENE: Interest
in “Safety”.
FIRST HYGIENE POSITION AND YEAR: Safety Division at ANSTO in 1988.
MOST INTERESTING JOB: Air testing in Reserve Bank vaults surrounded by millions.
MOST CHALLENGING JOB: Odour monitoring at Sewerage treatment plants.
BEST ADVICE THAT YOU HAVE HAD: Try to look at all points of view.
WHAT ADVICE DO YOU HAVE FOR PEOPLE STARTING A CAREER IN OCCUPATIONAL
HYGIENE: Network! – you cannot know it all.
WHAT DO YOU SEE AS THE NEW OPPORTUNITIES IN OCCUPATIONAL HYGIENE:
Seems that the “new” opportunities are closely aligned with older hazards and issues.

MITCH THOMPSON of Hibbs &
Associates surprised friends and family
at what was supposedly his engagement party with the lovely Jess.

ACTIVITIES WITH THE AIOH: Full member, current Council Member, AIOH representative
on Australian Standards Committees

Turned out Mitch and Jess decided to
hold a surprise wedding!

HOBBIES: Playing football (soccer)

The nuptials were held in Lilli Pilli, NSW
on the 22nd February 2014.

FOOTBALL TEAM: Wanderers.

Congratulations to the lovely couple and
best wishes for a happy and healthy
future together.

FAVOURITE MOVIE: Shawshank Redemption.
FAVOURITE BAND: Beach Boys (yes-I’m old)
FAVOURITE RESTAURANT: No fixed address

NEW MEMBERS & UPGRADES
UPGADE TO FULL
Kate Cole - Thiess, NSW

Paul Patton - Douglas Partners, NSW

Justin Collins - HSE Australia, WA

John Rosani - The Gordon Institute of TAFE, VIC

Morne de Beer - Australasian Safety Servicesa, QLD

Colin Stuart-Campbell - Service Stream, WA

Fritz Djukic - Department of Mines and Energy, QLD

Mark Williams - Rio Tinto Australia, QLD

Liam Gunning - Australasian Safety Services, VIC

James Young - JBS&G, WA

ASSOCIATE
Andrew Bass - WEScef, WA

STUDENT
Cherie Castle, SA

Alice Cheng - Workcover NSW, NSW

Erin Duff - BHP Billiton Mt Arthur Coal, NSW

Lee Anne Cherry, WA
Coline Constable - Robson Environmental, NSW

Ismaniza Ismail - Occupational & Environmental Hygiene
Laboratory, SA

Emmeline Crouch, NT

Jack Magarey, SA

Kim Endacott - North Metropolitan Health Service, WA

Guan Khai Ng, WA

Colin Foley, WA

Timothy Richards, NSW

Slobodan Jovanovic - AEC Environmental, SA

Justin Ryan - Queenland Health, QLD

Darryl Povey, VIC

John Paul Massie - JBS&G, WA
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professional development
EDUCATION COORDINATOR • KERRIE BURTON
BASIC PRINCIPLES COURSE
It’s been a strong start to 2014 with Basic Principles Courses being held in Perth and Brisbane already and courses
scheduled for Perth again in May (5th - 9th) and Sydney in June (16th - 20th).
SEMINARS
The first seminar for 2014 on the topic of Health Surveillance facilitated by Jacques Oosthuizen is now complete.
We are also excited to announce the second seminar series for July, 2014 on Diesel Maintenance facilitated by
Sean McGinn – an international Diesel Maintenance expert and our very own Jennifer Hines. Following on from
the very successful seminars on Diesel Exhaust by Alan Rogers and Dr Brian Davies in 2013 this seminar will include a workshop on putting
the techniques into practice. Further information will be coming soon.

HEALTH SURVEILLANCE SEMINAR •
SYDNEY • MARCH 2014
MICHAEL WELLER
Approximately 40 people attended
the Sydney seminar to hear A/
Professor Jacques Oosthuizen of
Edith Cowan University on the
topic of heath surveillance, or
health monitoring as it is now
defined in the WHS Regulation
2011. According to Jacques this
session was his most well attended so far. The audience was made
A/Professor Jacques Oosthuizen
up of occupational hygienists, occupational physicians, chemists and
toxicologists making for interesting discussion. This was exemplified with some extra morsels of information to take home (which is
always a bonus) such as: “metabolites are relatively stable in urine
at room temperature”, “metals in blood are ok, but other substances
are less stable” and “the timing of taking samples for insecticide and
pesticides is critical due to their short half-life”. Another interesting
contribution was that reduction in lung function, from exposure to
sensitising agents such as isocyanates, may only become apparent
some hours after a work shift finishes.
Jacques’s experiences were enlightening with respect to some of
the challenges faced in establishing biological monitoring programs.
These ranged from cultural sensitivities to fly in – fly out workforces
and for those of us in the south eastern states, the latter challenge
is probably more unusual when compared to the “Republic of the
West”.

not be dismissed without very careful consideration. In fact Jacques
concluded with the proposition that it would be better to place more
effort in outlining to management why biological monitoring could be
worthwhile, rather than perhaps finding reasons for not doing it.

BASIC PRINCIPLES COURSE •
PERTH • FEBRUARY 2014
LYNDA COOKSLEY &
SHOSHANA DYSON
Phew, we’re exhausted - we’ve just completed a Bachelor of Science
in 5 days! Well it wasn’t actually a Bachelor’s degree, but it felt
pretty close. The AIOH Basic Principles course covered a whole raft
of hygiene topics and it is fair to say that even with the wide range
of qualifications and experience the participants had, we all gained
something new and relevant to our work.
The course material was presented by two very knowledgeable and
engaging presenters, Elaine Lindars and Jacques Oosthuizen. The
mornings were spent learning theory which was then supported by
practical exercises in the afternoons. We were able to play around
with a range of hygiene monitoring equipment to complete the
practical exercises, which contributed to the engaging nature of the
course. We also benefitted from anecdotes and experiences that
Jacques and Elaine shared from their many years in hygiene.
So what did we actually learn? The content included human physiology, hazardous substances, airborne contaminants, toxicology, fibres,
noise, vibration, ergonomics and everything in between. Some of us
are now considering enrolling in post-graduate studies in Hygiene
and Toxicology at ECU. Bring it on!

The last session of the day where Jacques showed air sampling and
biological monitoring data for two metals was most interesting and
generated much discussion. The levels and variability of the biological monitoring results were quite extraordinary and one was left with
the feeling that given the availability, biological monitoring should
BPC Perth February 2014 participants and presenters
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M&Q’s - FAQs •
MIKE SHEPHERD • MEMBERSHIP AND QUALIFICATIONS COMMITTEE CHAIR
The M&Q team are always happy to receive queries regarding the
• ECU Master of Occupational Hygiene and Toxicology (2012 and
various aspects of membership and the membership application
later graduates).
process. The following are the most commonly asked questions, but My qualifications do not meet the above criteria am I still eliif we have missed something please contact the AIOH directly at gible?
membership@aioh.org.au.
An applicant for Provisional or Full Membership, who does not have
What qualifications are acceptable to be eligible for Provisional a science or engineering degree or tertiary qualification with the
or Full Membership?
quantitative science content outlined above, may be considered if
Applications for Provisional and Full
the qualifications they have, in conMembership of the AIOH must satjunction with their experience and
isfy the qualifications criteria of a
demonstrated competence, are confirst degree or diploma in Science,
sidered qualifications that may be
Applied Science or Engineering with
acceptable to Council. If the applia major in a quantitative science.
cant has qualifications, or has comWhilst there is no formal definition
pleted short courses, in occupational
of quantitative subjects, it is taken
hygiene, or occupational hygiene
broadly to mean a subject that has a
related areas, and can demonstrate,
major quantitative content, such as
via their reports, a sufficient breadth
chemistry, physics, biological sciencand depth of knowledge and skills
es, mathematics, most engineering
for Provisional Membership or for
subjects, applied statistics and core
Full Membership, they will be granted
hygiene subjects. Subjects which
Provisional Membership or an interare largely descriptive such as psyview for Full Membership respecchology, geology, botany and zoolotively.
gy are not acceptable. The first year
What level of experience do I
of the course should contain greater
require for the different grades of
than 50% quantitative science. The
membership?
2nd year or combined 2nd and 3rd
The required level of experience for
year should also have greater than 50% quantitative science in the
Provisional membership is 1 year with greater than 50% working in
course. Academic transcripts are required with applications to verify
the field of occupational hygiene or one of its specialist branches.
the amount of quantitative subjects studied.
For Full membership the required level of experience is 5 years with
For applicants with Postgraduate qualifications the following criteria greater than 50% working in the field of occupational hygiene or one
are used to assess suitability for Provisional or Full membership:
of its specialist branches per year.
• the undergraduate degree of the applicant satisfies AIOH Can I apply for Full membership if my role is more management
Membership requirements; or
and I am currently not practicing Occupational Hygiene?
• the postgraduate course is acceptable to council and the content Yes on the basis that at least fifty per cent (50%) of your working time
is such that it makes up for “hard” science deficiencies in the is, or has been as the case may be, directly involved with occupaundergraduate course.
tional hygiene over a minimum 5 year period. For example an HSE
Qualifications considered acceptable to Council include the following: Manager who was a full time hygienist in the past can apply for Full
• a Certified Industrial Hygienist by the American Board of Industrial membership.
How many references are required and what is required in a
the BOHS (British Occupational Hygiene Society) Diploma of referee report?
Professional Competence in Occupational Hygiene;
There must be two references for Provisional and Full applications.
A certified hygienist under any IOHA recognised certification One referee shall be familiar with the work performed by the applicant
and shall testify as to the applicant’s duties, responsibilities, work
scheme;
performance, length of experience and should include a recommenThe University of Wollongong Master of Science (Occupational
dation for the grade of membership sought.
Hygiene Practice) course (2009 and later graduates);
Referees will not always be contacted by the institute as part of the
The Graduate Diploma of Occupational Hygiene offered by
application assessment process.
Deakin University (1993 and later graduates);
Hygiene;
•
•
•
•
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Do my referees need to be Full Members of the AIOH?
It is preferable that at least 1 reference is from an AIOH member.

My current role doesn’t require me to produce technical reports
to the required standard. How can I submit a report for membership?

How many technical reports need to be provided to support my
Reports are required to assist the committee in determining the level
application?
of competence of an applicant. If in your current role you are not
One report is required for Provisional membership and 2 reports for
required to produce reports an applicant can revise Occupational
Full membership.
Hygiene reports they have produced previously so they can be
How old can the reports be?
assessed against the assessment criteria set out previously.
At least 1 report should be less than 12 months old.
Who reviews the reports?
What are the reports assessed against?
Reports should demonstrate practical occupational hygiene problem
solving using basic theoretical principles of recognition, correct evaluation by monitoring or data gathering
and comparison against recognised
health or engineering based standards.
For Full member these principles
need to be demonstrated at a high
level of interpretation including the
provision of advice on the interpretation of relevant legislation and
control requirements that are derived
from any of the gathered monitoring
or data. Generally brief reports with
little or no explanation or interpretation do not meet the requirements.
For Provisional membership reports
should contain no technical errors
and demonstrate a good working knowledge of recognition and evaluation. Limited control knowledge is required.
It is expected that reports contain sufficient detail to give the reader a
clear explanation of the exposure scenario, why exposure monitoring
is required, how it was performed and evaluated (including any limitations) and what action is required, if any.

At least 3 members of the M&Q committee review the applications. All
members of the committee are Full
members and COH’s.
What happens if my reports do not
meet the acceptability criteria?
If submitted reports fail to meet
acceptability criteria then additional
reports may be requested, the applicant may be offered a lesser level
of membership or the applicant is
rejected. The committee takes into
consideration the applicants experience and references before making
any decision.
Once my applications and reports
have been assessed what happens?
If your application meets the criteria
for Provisional membership you will
offered the level of membership you
applied for. If your application does not meet the criteria you will be
sent correspondence outlining which criteria you specifically did not
meet. For Full membership if your application meets the criteria you
will be offered a full interview otherwise you will be sent correspondence outlining which criteria you specifically did not meet. A teleconference with a member of the M&Q committee can be arranged to
obtain additional feedback on your application at your request.

Can I submit a hazmat survey report (i.e. asbestos/lead/SMF/ How long does it take for the committee to review an applicaPCB) for my application?
tion?
Routine hazardous materials audit reports and asbestos surveys, This is dependent upon how many applications are currently being
have very little professional interpretation of results and do not dem- assessed. If applications are complete the committee aims to review
onstrate recognition, evaluation and control acceptable for evaluation within 8 weeks. If applications are not complete and require addiof an applicant for Full or Provisional membership.
tional information or reports then the process can take several more

Can I submit published papers, lecture notes, company proce- weeks.
dures or a thesis?
What is involved in a Full membership interview?
Published papers, lecture notes, company procedures and policies The interview is conducted by two Full or Fellow members of the
of a generic nature can be submitted but must be accompanied by Institute. A third person may be present as an observer but they
a statement detailing the proportion and nature of the contribution will take no active part in the interview. The interview is expected
of the applicant. Similarly a thesis can be accepted but must be to take approximately two to three hours and will include discussion
accompanied by a statement from the applicant and from their thesis about the following:
supervisor detailing the proportion and nature of the contribution of
• The applicant’s present position
the applicant.
• The professional activities the applicant is involved in
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• The applicant’s understanding of the principles of occupational
hygiene including topics such as use of information sources,
interpretation of data, design of occupational hygiene surveys,
and use and interpretation of exposure standards.

How long does it take to organise an interview?

• Contact with the profession

What happens if I am not successful in my interview ?

This is dependent upon the availability of the interviewers and the
applicant. We aim to organise the interview within 8 weeks of making
contact with the applicant.

• The applicant’s understanding of legislation and how it applies to Correspondence outlining the reason why you were not successful
Occupational Hygiene
will be mailed to you including an offer for a mentor. A teleconference
• Committees (Chaired or member)
with a member of the M&Q committee can be arranged to obtain more
• Journals/books scanned (either hard copy or via internet access) detailed feedback on your interview at your request. You can reapply
after a minimum 12 months based on the professional development
The applicant’s level of knowledge and experience across a range of
you have undertaken and advice provided by your mentor.
occupational hygiene areas such gases, vapours, noise, dusts, thermal stress, radiation, ergonomics and toxicology to name a few will
be reviewed. There is no expectation that the candidate has extensive
practical experience and a detailed knowledge of all areas of occupational hygiene areas to be eligible for Full membership.

THROUGH THE EYES OF AN AIOH ASSOCIATE MEMBER EDUCATION
AWARD RECIPIENT • TROY JONES
My experiences as a recipient of the ThermoFisher Scientific / who where very interesting to listen to and clearly had a broad
Honeywell 2012 AIOH Associate Member Education Award.
expanse of knowledge and experience between them. They were
Having being grateful to receive this award I was excited to under- also very approachable and happy to answer any questions that were
take studies in what was at the time, essentially a new field for me. posed to them and encouraged group discussion within the lectures.
After discussions with my employer (BlueScope Steel) I decided to
undertake the ‘Occupational Noise and its Effects’ module, part of
the University of Wollongong’s Graduate Certificate in Occupational
Hygiene Practice.

This award has allowed me an introductory opportunity into the
field of Occupational Hygiene and in particular, occupational noise
and its effects; which myself and my employer have benefitted from
enormously. Moreover, by far the most memorable experience I have
Being my first stint into University studies after having such a long taken away from this is the wonderful people I have met while studyhiatus from previous studies (10 years +), I can say that I was a little ing and the networks I have established throughout this course.
perturbed at the prospect of study again; however I wasn’t going to I intend on capitalising from this opportunity by pursuing more sublet such a good opportunity go unrecognised. I was happy to find the jects over time with the aim of completing the Graduate Certificate.
week long block learning format of the subject at UOW engrossing I am humbly grateful to Thermo Fisher Scientific Australia and
and interesting with the delivery of subject matter sufficiently stag- Honeywell Analytics Australia along with the AIOH Award Committee,
gered as not to overload or overwhelm.
and I would enthusiastically recommend to any member of the AIOH
The subject was delivered by Marion Burgess and Jane Whitelaw, to pursue one of the many awards that are on offer.
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across the country
AIOH OFFICIAL
OFFICE OPENING •
MARCH 20, 2014
A number of AIOH members were in
attendance on Thursday evening, 20th
March to help the AIOH Council and
Administration Staff celebrate the opening of the brand new office.
We were honoured to have Len Neist,
Executive Directory of Health and
Safety at WorkSafe Victoria officially
open the office which was followed by a
Council meeting the next day.
The new office is located at Unit 2 | 8-12
Butler Way, Tullamarine. If you are ever
in the area, drop in and say hi.

VICTORIAN CHAPTER • SIMON THOMAS
CHANGING OF THE GUARD
There has been a changing of the
guard this year in Victoria with the
appointment of a new State Liaison
Officer – Simon Thomas.

Please feel free to contact Simon if you have ideas for local meetings or events. Phone: 0433
691 1997. Email: hazkem32@gmail.com.

SUNDOWNER - STATISTICS
Come along and bring your colleagues to the 1st Victorian Chapter Meeting for 2014 where
AIOH members Russell and Greg will present an interactive discussion on the application of
Compliance Statistics in relation to Occupational Hygiene data.
Details for the meeting are as follows:
Date & Time:

Simon Thomas, Stephen Dean & Alan
Rogers

VIC

Simon is an occupational hygiene
advisor working at the Mobil Altona
Refinery. Simon replaces Ross
Bootes who was the previous
Victorian SLO since 2008. A big thank you for his past contributions and also to Sharann
Johnson for her support towards the Victorian chapter.

Monday 14th April 2014, 5 - 7pm

Location:
The Alfred Centre
		
Lecture Theature Level 5
		
Cnr Punt & Commercial Roads, Melbourne
For futher informaiton or to register visit http://www.cvent.com/d/h4q28j.
ALL WELCOME!

Di Allen, Jon Temby, Elizabeth Klobas &
Leo Ruschena

2014 AIOH Council

Len Neist, WorkSafe Victoria

Theo Karaiskos & Philib Hibbs
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WEST AUSTRALIAN CHAPTER • WAYNE POWYS
RADIATION MANAGEMENT AND NORM

WA

The WA Chapter of the AIOH held its first Sundowner meeting for the year on Monday 10th March, 2014 at the
ChemCentre Seminar Room. The topic of the Sundowner was ‘Radiation Management and NORM’, which attracted
over seventy attendees who networked whilst enjoying food and drinks before the commencement of the formal
proceedings.
Dr Barry Chesson (WA SLO) opened the formal session and welcomed attendees. He gave an update on the AIOH
Council activities, including recent developments in the administration of the AIOH, the current reviews of the membership levels and of the COH examination, and the various courses, seminars and events lined up for the year.

Finally, Barry gave the following WA Chapter Sundowner programme for the rest of 2014 (all to be held at the ChemCentre):
• 19th May | Water Quality Management with Ryan Milne
• 25th August | Noise – Return of the Mythbusters with Jim McLoughlin and David Warrington
• 10th November | Asbestos with Laurie Glossop
Barry introduced the first of the two speakers for the evening,
Dean Crouch. Dean is an Inspector of Mines – OSH with the
Department of Mines and Petroleum (DMP) in WA. He is experienced in radiation safety and OSH in nuclear medicine, instrumentation, mining and Oil & Gas. His experience includes leading
Australia’s first large scale disposal of non-nuclear radioactive
material produced from Commonwealth waters.
Dean’s presentation was entitled ‘Introduction to Mining Radiation
Safety in WA’. At the outset he emphasised he would be focussing on mining only and then outlined the applicable legislation,
namely the Mines Safety and Inspection Regulations, 1995,
Part 16 – Radiation Safety (Reference 1) and recommended
attendees to obtain a copy of the DMP’s Guidelines for managing
naturally occurring radioactive materials (NORM) in mining and
mineral processing (Reference 2), which support the Regulations.
He went on to deal with the nature of ionising radiation and measurement units, discussing isotope decay chains using the U-238
chain as an example. He stressed the significance and importance of understanding decay chains in order to be able to predict
where radioactive isotopes are likely to be found in an industrial
process. After dealing with sources of NORM, he dealt with dose
and exposure pathways, and put radioactive dose in perspective
WA SLO Dr Barry Chesson (centre) with Dean Crouch and Will
by examining the typical doses radiation people can experience,
O’Callaghan
such as via X-rays and CT scans. Next, Dean discussed gamma
monitoring and personal monitoring methods for radioactivity in inhalable dust, explaining how the ‘Individual Internal Dose’ is determined.
He stressed the importance of undertaking baseline radiation measurements during the early phases of an operation. Finally, he dealt with
the WA legislative requirements for organisations to report their monitoring results to the DMP.
At the conclusion of Dean’s presentation, Barry introduced the next speaker, Will O’Callaghan. Will is an Industrial Hygienist with
ConocoPhillips and has had a variety of HSE roles at sites that include the Yallourn Power Station (Vic) and the Ranger Uranium Mine (NT).
He is currently responsible for the exposure assessment plan and hygiene monitoring requirements at two ConocoPhillips LNG facilities.
Will’s presentation was entitled ‘Radiation Management and NORM’ and he commenced by covering ‘radiation fundamentals’, complementing Dean’s earlier treatment of this area. Will then discussed his experience at the Ranger Uranium Mine located in Kakadu, the Northern
Territory (NT) and operated by Energy Resources Australia (ERA) for thirty years. He outlined the process used at Ranger and the potential
for exposure to NORM at the mine. He described the radiation monitoring (area and personal) programme in place and presented summary
results for the past nine years, showing that the ’Designated Worker Mean Annual Dose’ for ERA personnel was well below the annual dose
limits for radiation workers. This led to Will describing the exposure and contamination control methods used at Ranger. Will went on to speak
about his NORM management experience in his current role in the Oil and Gas (O&G) industry. After a brief introduction to ConocoPhilips
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and the Bayu Undan Project (with three platforms in the Timor Sea and the Darwin LNG plant), he outlined the sources of NORM in the O&G
industry and the potential for exposure to these, recommending the OGP NORM Management Guidelines (Reference 3) as an excellent
resource. He then presented a very interesting case study of a pipeline pigging campaign, in which he participated. This operation involved a
number of Occupational Hygiene challenges in addition to NORM, principally benzene, mercury and Heat Stress. The case study illustrated
well how the information available on the management of NORM was successfully put into practice.
After the two presentations a lively question and answer session followed. Barry Chesson then thanked Dean and Will, and presented them
with a token of the WA Chapter’s appreciation.
The WA Chapter of the AIOH acknowledges and thanks WA SLO Barry Chesson for organizing the event, and the ChemCentre for graciously
allowing the use of the Seminar Room.
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(NORM) in the oil & gas industry, Report No 412, September 2008 (http://www.ogp.org.uk/pubs/412.pdf).

standards • guides • reports
SNIPPETS FROM GAVIN IRVING
WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT THERMAL STRESS?
Check out the blog of the AIOH’s resident heat expert, Ross Di
Corletto. There are very informative discussions on the impact of caffeine, what workers should drink and some great references.
Go to: http://www.thethermalenvironment.com/
THE HEALTH IMPLIACATIONS OF FRACKING
In a recent issues of the Lancet, there is a paper on the health implications of hydraulic fracking. You will need to register to access the
article at:
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS01406736(13)62700-2/fulltext?elsca1=ETOC-LANCET&elsca2=email&el
sca3=E24A35F

SNIPPETS FROM PAM GUNN
NATIONAL STANDARD FOR COMMERCIAL VESSELS BY THE
AMSA

The Australian Standard previously used by most people to assess
noise on vessels, AS2254:1988, is likely soon to be declared obsolete.
NIOSH - CONTROLS FOR NOISE EXPOSURE
NIOSH in the USA has just published a new webpage on noise control, http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/noisecontrol/. It provides a good
summary of the Hierarchy of Control and links to their other noise
control guidance material. They also have interesting Science blogs
on noise and hearing loss prevention at http://blogs.cdc.gov/nioshscience-blog/category/hearing-loss/.

SNIPPET FROM GARY RHYDER
The latest edition of the IOHA newsletter is now available online
at: http://www.ioha.net/assets/files/IOHA%20World%20Vol%201%20
Issue%201%20Feb%202014.pdf

In November 2013 AMSA (Australian Maritime Safety Authority) published an updated Part C1 to its National Standard for Commercial
Vessels. This deals with design and construction of new vessels
in relation to arrangement, accommodation and personal safety.
See http://www.amsa.gov.au/domestic/standards/national-standards/
index.asp
At section 4.8.6 this requires accommodation spaces on a vessel
to be arranged and equipped to comply with the new IMO 2012
Code on Noise Levels On Board Ship available at: http://www.imo.
org/KnowledgeCentre/IndexofIMOResolutions/Documents/MSC%20
-%20Maritime%20Safety/337(91).pdf
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#bestjobintheworld #industrialhygiene #occupationalhygienist •
BROOKE BEST & HOLLY FLETCHER
The use of hashtags such as #bestjobintheworld #industrialhygiene #occupationalhygienist may look like someone has terrible grammar, however, if you’re not using this
modern form of communication you may be missing out on the latest way to promote the
Occupational Hygiene profession.
Social media has risen to a cult following, or to quote the latest online Occupational
Hygiene Blog, written by the 2013 Young Hygienist Drager Award recipient Kate Cole, it’s
“ubiquitous” – it’s everywhere!

A hashtag is a word or an unspaced phrase
prefixed with the hash symbol (#). It is a
form of metadata tag. Words in messages
on microblogging and social networking
services such as Facebook, Google Plus,
Instagram and Twitter may be tagged
by putting “#” before them either as they
appear in a sentence.

At last count the AIOH Facebook
page had 133 followers. With over a
billion Facebook users, social media
can reach gigantic audiences allowing instant notification of what’s happening right now,
in our world, or more importantly, in the occupational hygiene world.
During the 2012 AIOH Conference, a group of occupational hygienists from the Northern
Territory discussed (over a few bottles of local vino) how remote and isolated our work can
be as hygienists and came up with the idea of HOTT – Hygienists of the Territory (Northern Territory). Collectively we are known as ‘HOTTies’,
and the first step was to create a Facebook page – HOTT – Hygienists of the Territory. We use this outlet as a place to network, ask questions,
and to promote our profession. But don’t worry, if you’re not working in the NT, you can still join us and be ‘HOTT by association’.
Following the announcement of Kate Cole being awarded the Young Hygienist of the Year
in 2013, she is subsequently using social media to blog about her journey and travels
to the BOHS conference in Nottingham and tour of the Drager factory in Germany. Kate
regularly updates her blog with relevant articles and profiles of other young occupational
hygienists.
Check it out at http://younghygienist.com/ with more to come when she heads over to
Europe at the end of this month.
Instagram is an online photo sharing, video sharing social networking
service that enables its users to take
pictures and videos and share them
on a variety of social networking services, such as Facebook, to tell a
story. Occupational Hygienists use
Instagram to promote their day job.
By searching hash tag phrases such
as #occupationalhygienist #hygiene
#bestjobintheworld #industrialhygiene there is a world of occupational hygiene out there
in picture/ video form.
The opening address at AIHce2014 will be delivered by Peter Leyden (Founder and CEO,
Reinventors Network, San Francisco) who will present “The Next Tech Paradigm Shifts
That Will Change Your World”. Peter, drawing from his two decades in Silicon Valley,
believes the digital revolution is only just getting started, with more technological paradigm
shifts on the horizon. During his keynote, Leyden will explain what’s important to OEHS
professionals about the digital revolution and its next phases, including the mobile future,
video future, Facebook and the future of collaboration.
We could continue to provide numerous examples for the use of promoting the occupational hygiene profession though social media, however we would like to commence by
encouraging members of the AIOH to like us on Facebook (including our Northern Territory
HOTTies) and get #hashtagging! So we can see what cool things other hygienists are
doing, promote our occupation and global collaboration.
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special features
AIOH2013 REFLECTIONS • PHILIP HIBBS
One of the challenges faced by the AIOH is how we will engage with
our regional neighbours in SE Asia. Part of this process will be to
develop collaborative partnerships with the regional societies and
seek their greater involvement with our Annual Conference.
AIOH2013, the 31st annual conference of the Australian Institute of
Occupational Hygienists, was held at the Hilton Hotel in Sydney in the
first week of December 2013. This is the first time the annual conference has been held in Sydney city and the many NSW members in
attendance were pleased to welcome our international and interstate
colleagues to Sydney.
We were honoured to have Her Excellency Professor Marie Bashir,
AC CVO; Governor of New South Wales (below) to open the conference. Her Excellency drew on her own background in the medical
/ health profession to give an insightful and encouraging opening
address. Although we have had State Governors open previous
conferences, in another first, we were very fortunate to have Her
Excellency to stay for the first session.

The AIOH2013 Organising Committee appointed Mrs Noormahani
Harun, a member of the Malaysian Industrial Hygiene Association
(MIHA), to act as the regional liaison and representative. This was the
first time an AIOH conference organising committee had appointed a
regional representative and Mahani proved a great asset by providing
input from the SE Asian perspective and establishing regional contacts and speakers. Thanks to Mahani and MIHA for their support and
participation at AIOH2013. I encourage the AIOH Council and future
conference committees to continue with this initiative.

Noormahani Harun with Gary Rhyder

The first Plenary and opening paper of the conference was delivered
by Mr Lawrence Waterman, OBE, the Head of Health & Safety for
the Olympic Delivery Authority (below). Mr Waterman’s paper was
a stimulating and particularly inspiring presentation on the ‘Role of
Hygienists in Major Projects’, and really set the scene and standard for the Conference. Mr Waterman was sponsored by Safety
Equipment Australia and we are grateful for their generous support.

It was encouraging to note that we had 11 members from MIHA and
many other international guests from SE Asia and other countries
presenting or in attendance. This is just the first step and I hope that
we can continue to work together into the future. Collaborating and
co-operating on a regional level, will enhance and promote the profession, and achieve better health and safety outcomes for workers
in the region.
To build on the relationship with our regional neighbours, the organising committee established the SE Asia Region Hygienist Conference
Attendance Support Package, with the support of Council. Two
suitable regional candidates were sponsored by the AIOH to attend
AIOH2013. The sponsorship package included: return economy airfare, conference package, and accommodation.
Two goals of the Committee were to run a world-class conference
of the highest technical / scientific standard and content; with a
varied and interesting range of internationally recognised speakers
and papers. On reflection I am satisfied we achieved these goals.
We had an interesting mix of highly regarded local and international
keynote and plenary speakers presenting a diverse and topical range
of papers. Generally, the CES presentations and concurrent papers
were of a high standard. Feedback from the conference has been
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encouraging.
I was very impressed with the Sydney Hilton Hotel as a venue and
with the hotel staff, they were professional and very responsive to our
needs. We did receive comments through the delegate survey critical
of the similarity of the food served daily and at the welcome function. I
have been told that if you get the conference food right, delegates will
overlook many other shortcomings. A lesson for future committees.
Some social highlights of the conference included:
• Sunday night pre-dinner drinks sponsored by Active Environmental
Solutions.
• President’s Cup Golf Tournament sponsored by GCG. The 2013
winners were Jason Tabor (3M), Gary Castaldo (Uvex), Brendan
Green (GCG) and Phil Crenigan (Executive Turning Point)
• As always the 3M night was just another standout occasion (see
pictures over). It was staged in The Rocks with a spectacular
view of the stunning Inner Harbour. 3M Australia has sponsored
this function for many years and it is one of the social highlights
of the conference.
• Conference Dinner at the stunning Doltone House, and didn’t
Garry Gately do a terrific job as MC. The awards at the
Conference Dinner allow us to acknowledge the contributions of
the longstanding members of the Institute and to recognise the
achievements of the newer members. Awards and Fellows were
conferred on the following members:
▫▫ Caroline Langley - Fellow
▫▫ Mike Shepherd - Fellow
▫▫ Steven Kee - Fellow
▫▫ Julie Morre - 3M Best Paper Award
▫▫ Carmen Smith, Naree Carton, Vincent Kitson & Dylan
Walker - Thermo Fisher Scientific/Honeywell Analytics
Associate Member Education Award
▫▫ Holly Fletcher - AES Post Graduate Scholarship Award
▫▫ Kate Cole - Drager Young Hygienist Award
▫▫ Liam Wilson - AirMet Professional Award

Drager’s Wolfang May becomes AIOH
Honorary Fellow
We knew from the outset that running a conference in the heart of
Sydney was going to be expensive and that AIOH2013 may be the
most expensive conference staged by the Institute to date. It was
pleasing to note that the conference finished with a modest surplus
of a little over $80K.
On behalf of the organising committee, I would like to express my
appreciation to our exhibitors, supporters, speakers, session chairs,
and particularly our sponsors, for without their support the conference
would not be possible.
Finally, I would like to acknowledge the work of the Organising
Committee. AIOH2013 was the culmination of three years of steady
work; although 3 months down the track it seems like a distant and
pleasant memory. Those who have assisted with organising a conference will understand how much work and emotional investment
goes into the task. The AIOH2013 Organising Committee was a truly
outstanding group of people and I feel privileged to have had the
opportunity to work with them, and to represent them publicly. Special
thanks go to Laura Loschiavo; without her guidance and support, the
task would have been considerably more difficult and with a poorer
outcome.
We look ahead to AIOH2014
to be held in Melbourne.
Noel Tresider and his team
are working hard to deliver what I am sure will be
another superb conference.
I look forward to hear about
progress in coming months
and I encourage you to participate.
I’LL SEE YOU THERE!

Scott Safety’s booth
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A NIGHT WITH 3M • EVERYTHING AUSTRALIANA

MIHA @ AIOH 2013 •
NOORMAHANI HARUN
For the first time in history, MIHA has been invited as the
Regional Liaison and Representative on the AIOH2013 Conference
Organising Committee. This representation has given the platform
for MIHA to promote the conference among its members and as a
result, it has successfully attracted 10 delegates from Malaysia to
participate in the conference. The conference offered not only scientific papers specific to IH profession but also other related papers
that can definitely increase IH professionalism. Delegates were
able to expand their network with other IH professionals in Australia
who were interested to establish their presence in Malaysia. It also
strengthened the ties between IH in Malaysia and IH from other
countries around Asia who attended the conference. The conference programs were excellent; allowing delegates to experience
what Sydney has to offer including impressive delectable halal food
served throughout the conference. Overall, all of the delegates
from Malaysia corroborate that the AIOH 2013 Conference was the
best overseas conference they have ever attended; both comprehensive and outstanding.

MIHA appreciates AIOH’s serious initiatives in sharing their wealth
of knowledge and experience with the South East Asian IH. AIOH
sponsorship program for SE Asia IH in this AIOH2013 Conference
is highly sought in order to give opportunities for young IH to
develop their profession at an international level. Such sponsorship
program encourages local IH to participate and contribute towards
sharing IH concerns and solutions. MIHA is definitely looking
forward to much more future collaboration with AIOH to further
enhance the growth of IH practitioners in this region.
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AIOH2014
OCCUPATIONAL HYGIENE - EXPLORING THE BOUNDARIES •
NOEL TRESIDER • CONFERENCE CHAIR
As some of you will know Stephen Dean has unfortunately stepped
down as AIOH 2014 Conference Chair and I have been ‘recruited’
to pick up the baton and together with the Conference Organising
Team we are developing an exciting and challenging 2014 AIOH
Conference in beautiful Melbourne at the Pullman Albert Park from
Saturday November 30 to Wednesday December 3.
The last Melbourne conference was in 2007 and much has changed
since then, both in our profession and the world in which we work.
The Melbourne Conference team are working hard to create a first
class scientific and social program for AIOH’s 32nd Conference.
Our current efforts are mainly directed to the scientific program.
Taking a leaf from the successful 2012 Conference in Adelaide,
there will be three broad themes over the three days covered by
our international and Australian speakers. The keynotes and plenaries will range from the latest research to strategic challenges in
occupational hygiene.

• Global challenges and perspectives will cover a range of
topics including but not limited to emerging issues, dermal
exposure, occupation cancer projects, respiratory health and
occupational hygiene issues across a range of countries.
• Applied Science including occupational hygiene issues in
radiation health, challenges and developments in the military,
oil and gas, and mining environment as well as specific applied
research.
• National and international strategies to control occupational hazards including perspectives from Europe, USA, UK,
Asia and Australia. Specific technical challenges in exposure
assessment and standard setting will also be covered.
In keeping with the AIOH’s engagement with the Asian region, a
number of international speakers and delegates from the region
will be invited, and a workshop of the Asian Network Occupational
Hygiene (ANOH) is planned.
The AIOH Conference is now joined by a large number of other
health professionals, other people interested in occupational health
as well as our sponsors and exhibitors, and this makes for a broader knowledge base and allows us all to “Explore the Boundaries” .
CES’S
Continuing Education Seminars this year will consist of three categories - Intermediate, Advanced and General – this is intended to
target the CES to the needs of the delegates.
Intermediate is intended for those who are in the early stages of
their career and need more basic knowledge on topics they may
not have encountered, or need more information about the subject,
or perhaps a different perspective.
Advanced is intended for those who already have some knowledge
on the subject but wish to develop their skills even further and
‘’explore the boundaries’ of the topic.
General category is intended for a range of topics that are of
importance for hygienists and necessary for their career and
development; topics such as Ethics, Communications, COH + Full
Membership Interview Preparation Workshop.
Many, of course, will be eligible for maintenance points in a number
of OH&S certifications programs, both nationally and internationally. So if you are short on certification maintenance points in your
assessment period, here is the opportunity to gain those valuable
points.
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TECHNICAL TOURS
We are aiming to include some technical tours on the weekend (Nov 2930). This will include a bus trip to the location, a tour of the chosen facility
and a morning or afternoon learning about the various occupational hygiene
issues or capabilities relating to the site visited. This is an exciting opportunity to view a particular industry or facility and learn about that operation.
POSTER SESSION
There will be an opportunity to present your work in a poster session (multimedia, if you wish) and share your knowledge and discuss matters with
other professionals. Let them know what you are doing – It’s about networking and ‘Exploring the Boundaries’.
We also have a template which you can use to present your case to your
supervisor on the reasons why you should (NO, MUST) attend the AIOH
2014 Conference in Melbourne.
PARTNERS’ PROGRAM
Melbourne and surrounds have much to offer for those who will be attending
the AIOH 2014 Conference.
Our conference location is just a few minutes by tram or foot to the CBD.
Directly across the road is the 18 hole golf course, and Albert Park Lake
with a 5 km walk path. You will be surrounded by the Arts Precinct, the
Botanical Gardens and The Shrine of Remembrance - to mention just a few
very interesting highlights.
We will be developing a partners’ program which should offer a wonderful
experience for our visitors
So plan ahead to bring your partner and spend some extra time to enjoy
some of what Melbourne and Victoria have to offer.
Places to visit include
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yarra Valley Wineries
Healesville Sanctuary
Werribee Open Range Zoo
Galleries
Museums
Queen Victoria Market
Melbourne Aquarium
Mornington Peninsula and many more.

Stay tuned for more details to come!
We look forward to seeing you in Melbourne for the AIOH Conference
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editor’s note
MARCH EDITION • BRETT YOUNG & MICHAEL WELLER
Thank you to those members who contributed to the March newsletter. We encourage all members to consider how to promote and communicate their occupational hygiene achievements not only within their company, but also within the wider HSE and occupational health
and hygiene community. If you have a story to tell, get it down on paper. As editors we can work with you to get your ideas into the newsletter which benefits all members within the institute

AIOH COUNCIL & EXECUTIVE
President | Dr Sue Reed
s.reed@ozemail.com.au
President Elect | Alan Rogers
arogersohs@hotkey.net.au
Secretary | Caroline Langley
carolinelangley@ipmsafety.com.au
Treasurer | Di Allen
da@ihm.com.au
Councillor | Terry Gorman
tfgorman@mmm.com
Councillor | Russell Bond
russell.g.bond@gmail.com
Councillor | Samantha Clarke
samantha.clarke@workplacerisksolutions.
com.au
AIOH COUNCIL & EXECUTIVE
Executive Director | Barry Westhorpe
barry@aioh.org.au
Administration, Conference + Events
Manager | Laura Loschiavo
laura@aioh.org.au
Business Support Officer | Kate
Cummings
kate@aioh.org.au

AIOH STATE LIAISON OFFICERS
Australian Capital Territory
Venessa Thelan
vanessa.thelan@bigpond.com

NEXT EDITION

New South Wales
Sydney: John Tiong
john.tiong@aigroup.asn.au

All copy should be sent to the AIOH
Administration Manager via email at laura@
aioh.org.au.

Queensland
Brisbane: Carolyn Topping
carolyn.topping@justice.qld.gov.au
Regional: Mark Desira
mark.desira@dnrm.qld.gov.au

We look forward to your contributions.

The next issue of Occupational Hygiene
matters is due out on 15th June 2014 with
copy due to the office by 1st June 2014.

office contact

South Australia
Jwalit Parikh
jparikh@hseaustralia.com.au

HOURS

Tasmania
Richard Jackson
richardjackson@ipmsafety.com.au

PHONE

Victoria
Simon Thomas
simonthomas@exxonmobil.com

General Enquiries & Accounts
admin@aioh.org.au

Western Australia
Barry Chesson
barry.chesson@gmail.com
Northern Territory
Paul Turyn
paul.turyn@aecom.com

Monday to Friday
0830 - 1630
03 9338 1635
EMAIL

Conference & Events
conference@aioh.org.au
Membership & COH
membership@aioh.org.au
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